New Class Roster

The 'New Class Roster' was created based on user feedback. It provides users with additional filtering and drilling capabilities as compared to the original Class Roster.

- Users can now create filters on attributes such as class SIS ID, Subject, Catalog Number, and/or Section Number.
- Users have the ability to drill and view the roster(s) for an individual class section, a combined class (that includes the sponsoring and non sponsoring sections), all classes associated with a catalog number or at the subject code level.

NOTE:

It should be noted that users should use EXTREME CAUTION in choosing to view ALL rosters associated with a subject code.

If you attempt to view thousands of rows at one time, you will see a lag in performance.

Please ensure appropriate filters are in place.

(The drills to the roster will also perform better if you first drill on a single section.)

The New Class Roster will only retrieve data where:

- the class status is NOT canceled
- the student's Enrollment Status, in the class, is either 'Enrolled', or 'Waitlisted'.

The header of the New Class Roster will list the attributes of the sponsoring class. If the class is not combined, it is showing the actual class attributes.

Required filters:

Users must enter an active Term and a Course Academic Group